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Detailed view Art.no. 7142600

MS Range

MS-RANGE Seatbox

Art.-No. 7142600
EAN 4039507271565

Details

The MS-R Seatbox is the best basis for staying comfortably at the feeder seat. It is equipped with a comfortable plastic
bucket seat that can be rotated via ball bearings and is removable with strong padding on the seat and back, two
removable drawers under the seat, four quick-adjustable, continuously adjustable legs with mud feet, four
height-adjustable legs (two on the right and two on the left). Poles (diameter 25 mm) for holding attachments including
threads on the top and a heavily padded shoulder strap included in delivery. There are also rails on the underside to hold
the optionally available footrest. There is also a spirit level spirit level attached to the back of the seatbox for precise
alignment. Everything is made of corrosion-resistant aluminum and plastic.
? Dimensions:
? Width: 70 cm (overall)
? Depth: 52 cm (overall)
? Height transport dimensions (with folded backrest): 71 cm
? Height at completely retracted legs and opened backrest: 83 cm (+20 cm with completely extended legs)
? Seat height min.: 56 cm
? Seat height max.: 76 cm
? Seat height with attached footrest (from footrest) : 43 cm
? Width x depth of the seat: 44 x 37 cm
? Height of the backrest: 35 cm
? Incl. 4 (diameter 25 mm) poles with thread on the top in a length of 28 cm
? Total weight of seatbox: 12.8 kg
? Material: All components are made of corrosion-resistant aluminum and plastic (threaded inserts made of brass)

No liability is assumed for the accuracy, completeness or topicality of the data provided here. If a delivered product deviates from this,
there is a right to return but no right to delivery of the goods with a characteristic specified here.
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